DIRECTIONS TO VilaFoia AL
We recommend that you come through the village of Monchique.
GPS Co-ordinates: +37º 18’ 26.23 / - 8º 34’ 25.09 (Do not use “Corte Pereiro” in the navigation system.)
FROM LISBON AIRPORT
⎯ Follow the signs to the “Ponte Vasco da Gama” and the “A2 SUL”.
⎯ Once on the A2 SUL motorway, continue south in the direction of “ALGARVE” until you reach the “Ourique”
exit. Take this off-ramp and look for “ALGARVE, IC1”.
⎯ Stay on the IC1 and head south for approx. 40 min until you reach an exit indicating “SÃO MARCOS DA
SERRA”.
⎯ Turn off the IC1, go through São Marcos da Serra following the signs to “Alferce” and “Monchique”. Do not go
into Alferce. Continue on this road until you get to Monchique. (About 8km from Alferce).
⎯ At the 1st roundabout in Monchique, (Intermarche Supermarket directly opposite), take the 1 st exit and go up
through the village of Monchique following the signs to “FOIA”.
⎯ At the 2nd roundabout, take the 2nd exit towards “FOIA”.
⎯ After approx. 1km, you will see a restaurant on the left called “LUAR DA FOIA”. You will also see a sign
indicating “ViLAFOÎA AL”.
⎯ At the Luar da Foia Restaurant, take a LEFT and follow the signs to “ViLAFOÎA AL” for approx. 1.2km. This is a
narrow, curvy, typical mountain road!
⎯ Your last turn will be to the RIGHT and up through a cork forest. We are on the left, our parking is on the right.
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Follow the blue signs to the “A22” Motorway, direction “LISBOA/PORTIMÃO/ALBUFEIRA”.
After about 50km, take “Exit 5 PORTIMÃO/MONCHIQUE”.
As you come off the motorway, there is a large roundabout. Take the 1st Exit towards “MONCHIQUE”. (N124)
At the next roundabout take the 2nd exit towards “MONCHIQUE”. (N266)
Drive up the mountain until you arrive at the entrance to the village of Monchique. There are petrol stations to
the left and right and a roundabout directly ahead.
At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit towards the centre of Monchique. As you drive through the village follow
the signs to “FOIA”.
At the second roundabout you come to, take the 2nd exit towards “FOIA”.
After approx. 1km, you will see a restaurant on the left called “LUAR DA FOIA”. You will also see a sign
indicating “ViLAFOÎA AL”.
Immediately at the restaurant, take a LEFT and follow the signs to “ViLAFOÎA AL”. It is approx. 1.2km on a
narrow, curvy, typical mountain road!
Your last turn will be to the RIGHT and up through a cork forest. We are on the left, our parking is on the right.

FROM ANYWHERE ELSE ON THE ALGARVE
⎯ Take the “A22” motorway in the direction of PORTIMÃO, taking Exit 5 Portimão/Monchique.
⎯ From this point, follow directions as described in directions from Faro Airport.

If you have any doubts, please contact us. We wish you a safe and pleasant trip!
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